RECOMMENDED FOR ALL STUDENTS: HOMEWORK NOTEBOOK
(and/or) CALENDAR/ORGANIZER

**SCIENCE**
- 1 ½ ” binder to keep in the classroom
- Pencils
- Notebook or loose notebook paper for notes
- Optional: binder divider or some way to separate sections

**ART** (Ceramics & Art Foundations)
- Students must provide their own 8X11” or larger drawing or mixed media journals (blank white pages). Walmart or Staples carries Strathmore brand
- 8.5X11” folder with pockets to store small scale work, worksheets and packets

**MATH**
- 1” 3 Ring Binder (if you had math class last year, I still have yours)
- Scientific Calculator
- Pencils
- Notebooks (most students go through 2 or 3 notebooks)
- Ruler

**P.E. & HEALTH**
- Shorts or sweatpants and sneakers
- A notebook

**MUSIC**
- Students with personal instruments should plan accordingly for replacement materials (i.e. strings, picks, etc.)

**ADMINISTRATIVE & TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION**
- School issued laptop (fully charged for class and in working order)
- All other supplies will be provided

**ENGLISH**
- 1-inch binder (optional: binder dividers)
- Folder
- Pencils & pens
- 2 notebooks (1 for journaling, 1 for lecture notes)

**FOREIGN LANGUAGE**
Supplies TBD (offered online)

**HISTORY**
- Student discretion of what they want for note taking
- Student discretion for a folder system to keep assignments organized
- Pencils

**SUMMER IS A TIME TO LEARN FOR THE SAKE OF FUN! ALLOW YOUR BRAIN TO STRETCH & ENJOY! THE MAIN THING IS TO READ ANYTHING AND READ OFTEN!**

In the event of any hardship in purchasing these items, please contact the school. Supplies will be available 2 weeks before school starts.
Enjoy Your Summer...

~ See You in September ~